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We thought it was about time we made afternoon tea more tantalising and the mid-morning coffee more 

compelling! So, we have gone all out and have 6 new collections of “Alpha Mugs” including the Insulting, 

Swearing, Naughty, Glam, Teen Speak, Nerdy and Family collections. This means we have a range of 34 mugs 

covering the whole alphabet! There’s a mug for everyone, some slightly more suggestive than others so whilst 

they are a great gift option for whoever you need to buy for – sense of humour levels need to be considered 

before purchasing! 

  

 

 

 

 

Unlike your average beverage container these ceramic mugs have handles which form the first letter of the 

word that’s printed boldly on their cream finish. We’ve all seen the few alphabet handled mugs out there but 

these top them off, shine all over them and look down at them from their coolest mug pedestal. 

We all know someone who will brazenly use an insulting mug, someone with a dirty sense of humour who will 
slurp out of a swearing mug, along with a Saucy Sue or Horny Howard who would bask in the glory of receiving 
a naughty mug! We all have an office mug thief who will be stopped in his tracks with a select few of this 
range! Have no fear though, there is a family collection in case you need a gift for the in-laws, there’s also a 
selection of teenage words for an “Oh what do I buy for the teen that has everything” moment!  
Let’s not forget the Glam range, which will suit one of each girlie in a gaggle of friends, perfect. Followed by 
the nerdy range which will delight any film, sci-fi and spreadsheet chap or chapess with their fun yet fully 
functional hot beverage drinking vessel.  
 

 

 

 

 

*Please not we haven’t included images of the mugs with rude or offensive words on them, please contact us for images of these. 

 
Mugs have never been so M’u’gnificent!   

 
Find Me a Gift is a leading online retailer with over 9,000 gifts to choose from and new lines added every week. 

Established in June 2000, the company specialises in a wide range of gadgets, experiences, toys, novelty and 
personalised gifts with worldwide delivery, special offers and year round sales. 
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For more information, images or samples, please contact: Rhian on 01926 818 811 or email rhian@findmeagift.com 
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